COLLAR WITH A STAND

1. Pin collar pieces right sides together and stitch their ends and long outer edges. Trim seam allowances across corners, press seams open and turn collar right side out. Topstitch around collar close to edge and machine-baste its open bottom edges together at the same time.

2. Turn seam allowance at bottom edge of inner collar stand to wrong side and stitch along edge using presser-foot edge as guide.

3. Pin bottom edge of collar to top edge of inner collar stand, with inner collar stand and upper collar right sides together. Pin and stitch inner and outer collar stands right sides together, with collar in between. Trim and clip seam allowances around corners.

4. Turn collar stand right side out. Pin and stitch bottom edge of outer collar stand to garment’s neckline right sides together.

5. Pin bottom edge of inner collar stand to neckline carefully and stitch it in place close to edge. Topstitch around collar stand.